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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS Of ARTICLES
Persons submitting papers for publication in the Journal are asked to prepare material in accordance with
style and format preferences of this publication. Although some of these requirements may differ from
those of other publications, cooperation of authors is necessary to comply with the printing process.
Seeking Research News
The Journal of the Minnesota Academy of Science is looking
for short articles (one to three pages) on research news from

scientists in academia industry and government. By
including news of what's going on in all of the sciences, we
hope to provide a source of current information that is useful
to a broad audience.
While the Journal will continue to solicit and publish papers

describing research from Minnesota scientists, we are
soliciting manuscripts that describe newsworthy items in
your discipline. What's new in your field? How will
advances in your .scientific discipline affect the duality of
life in Minnesota (or elsewhere)?
Send articles to: Journal Editor, Minnesota Academy of
Science, 10001 Wayzata Blvd, Ste 140, Minnetonka, MN
55305
Publication Policy
Membership in the Minnesota Academy of Science is
desirable but not necessary for publication. All papers that
meet the editorial criteria of the Academy will he considered
for publication. Papers should not have been published,
submitted, or accepted for publication elsewhere.
Submission Requirements
Research articles, review articles, and essays will be
considered for publication An original and two complete
copies of each manuscript, typed double-spaced on 81/2 by
11 inch paper, should be submitted, along with one set of
original photographs or illustrations. Number pages
consecutively, beginning with the title page. Review articles
and essays may he divided into sections with appropriate
headings and subheadings at the discretion of the author; an
abstract and a reference section must he included. Research
articles should be arranged as follows: (a) Title page with
the title, authors' names and affiliations; (b) Abstract; (c)
Introduction; (d) Materials and Methods; (e) Results; (f)
Discussion (may he included with the Results); (g)
References; (h) Tables; (i) Figures; and G) Legends for all
figures. Simple chemical fonnulas or mathematical
equations should he in a single horizontal line; submit more
complicated fonnulas or structures in a fonn suitable for
photographic reproduction.
Specific is style requirements arc as follows:
Title. Titles should he brief but informative and limited to
about 100 characters.
Authors. Authors of research articles should include their
full names and affiliations; persons submitting review
articles or essays should include a brief, relevant
biographical sketch. Submit the full name, address, and
phone number of the author to whom all correspondence is
to be directed on a separate page.
Running title. A brief running title of not more than 50
characters should he provided.

Footnotes. Footnotes cannot be used.
Abstract. An abstract of about 250 words which summarizes
the major findings should he included. Use of abbreviations
is discouraged; if needed, they must he defined.
Introduction. The introduction should acquaint the reader
with the problem or question addressed by the author's
investigation.
Materials and Methods. Description of the experimental
methods should he brief but adequate for repetition by
qualified investigators. Procedures that have been published
previously should not he described in detail but merely cited
in appropriate references.
Results. This section should include a concise description of
the data presented in the tables and figures. Excessive
elaboration of data already given in tables and figures should
he avoided. The results and discussion sections may he
combined if the logical sequence of the material is
improved.
Discussion. In this section, the data should he interpre!ed
concisely without repeating material already presented in the
results section. Speculation is pennitted.
References. References should he numbered consecutively
as they are cited in the text. The fonnat to be used for ·
Journal references 15 as follows:
I. Croxton, F., and Crowden, D. 1946. Appl~d
General Statistics. New York: Prentice Hall, Inc.
2. Baker, D. 1960. Temperature trends in Minnesota.
Bull. Amer. Meteorological Soc. 41:1-18.
3. Upton, F.C. 1957. Physical carcinogenesis:
radiation, history and sources. In. F.F. Becker (ed.).
Cancer, Vol. 3, pp. 387-402. New York: Plenum
Press.
Tables Each table must have a descriptive title and an
explanatory paragraph that peon.its the reader to understand
experimental details without reference to the text. Each
column must carry an appropriate heading and if numerical
measurements are given, these units should he added to the
column heading. Tables should he numbered with Arabic
numerals and table footnotes should he indicated with
superscript, lower-case letters.
Figures. Figures must he submitted in a condition adequate
for direct reproduction in the journal. Each figure should be
accompanied by a legend, typep double-spaced on a separate
sheet of paper, that briefly describes the data shown. Details
in the text need not he repeated. All units, abbreviations
mathematical expressions, abscissas, ordinates, and symbols
must be adequately identified.

Page Charges
Research articles. Members: ($35 per page for first four
pages; $70 each additional page. Non~mcmbers: $50 per
page for first four pages; $100 each additional page.

MISSION STATEMENT

The Minnesota Academy of Science is committed to promoting interest in
and appreciation of science among the citizens of Minnesota, encouraging
and facilitating excellence in science and science education at all levels, and
fostering active and integrated participation in scientific inquiry.
ACTIVITIES PROMOTING SCIENCE ...
ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of the Academy provides the
opportunity for individuals involved in science in
Minnesota Academy of Science Minnesota to
meet their colleagues and to hear or present the
results of research with a regional emphasis. The
meeting location is rotated throughout the state.
BREAKFAST WITH THE SCIENTISTS
Students have the chance for an informal talk
with. scientists from industry, government, and
wiiversities about career opportunities in science
and technology.
JOURNAL OF THE MINNESOTA
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
Members receive this publication featuring
research. in all scientific disciplines and reports
on statewide and regional academic and industry
activities.
JUNIOR SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES
-SYMPOSIUM
At this event, high school students from
Minnesota and the Dakotas present the results of
their original research projects to more than 200
students, teachers, and judges. Students may
meet and exchange ideas, interact with practicing
researchers, and explore future academic and
career possibilities. Five students are selected to
receive an expense-paid trip to the National
Symposium
REGIONAL AND ST ATE SCIENCE FAIRS
The Minnesota Academy of Science coordinates
the nine Regional Science Fairs of Minnesota.
From approximately 2,500 students, judges
select about 400 to present their projects and
papers at the annual Minnesota Academy of
Science State Fair. At this fair, over thirty
organizations present over 100 awards to
students with outstanding research. About 30
students receive expense-paid trips to compete at
the Intel International Science and Engineering
Fair.

SCHOOL SCIENCE CLUBS
Secondary school students in science clubs
which affiliate with the may take part in a
statewide "Science Get Together," apply for
Research Engineering and Apprenticeship
Program scholarships {paid summer. research
internships in an area of the student's choice at a
college or Wl.iversity), and serve as an elected
delegate who helps plan statewide science
events.
SCIENCE Qmz BOWL
Teams of high school students compete in a
college quiz bowl format, answering questions
from all OF fields of science and math. Winning
teams represent Minnesota at the National
Science Quiz Bowl.
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
These
tournaments
are
interscholastic
competitions for middle and high school students
emphasizing cooperative learning in the areas of
concepts and knowledge, processes and thinking
skills, and scientific applications and technology.
Winners and from the State tournament represent
Minnesota in the National Science Olympiad.
WINCHELL UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
A wards are given to the best undergraduate
research papers presented at The Minnesota
Academy of Science Annual meeting
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